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A sound management education is
composition of a dynamic curriculum
and practical learning opportunities. As
such, Vipanan, The Marketing Club aims
to gather the creativity and skills of all
marketing enthusiasts and leverage them
to provide opportunities to explore this
field. This forum presents the everchanging dynamics of marketing and
various others aspects beyond classroom
learning to make their professional
career. I encourage the readers to relish
and enjoy Vipanan, The Marketing Club
Newsletter
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From The Editor’s Desk

Incharge, Marketing Club
Dr. Pooja Bahl
Associate Professor

Dear Readers
We are glad to bring out our first edition
of Marketing Club Newsletter. The
Marketing club at RDIAS aims to hone
the marketing skills and knowledge of
the students who have love and passion
for marketing. The newsletter provides
the highlights of activities of marketing
club, featured articles and interviews of
industry professionals, Student speak
section keeping the essence of
marketing and other creative contents.
We are thankful to all the faculty
members and students who have
contributed to this edition. Request your
feedback at marketingclub@rdias.ac.in.

About Vipanan The Marketing Club
Marketing Club, Vipanan provides opportunity to the students to enable them to develop their marketing skills, which would help them in becoming
industry - ready and providing platform to students for understanding the current skill requirement in contemporary marketing scenario.
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Marketing Buzz
A. Marketing Buzz; Marketing Tactic During the COVID1. Retail-tech startup Perpule, owned by Delvit Solutions Pvt Ltd, has launched grocery delivery platform
StoreSe.in, targeted at apartment communities in the city. The Bengaluru-based startup has partnered with
prominent offline retailers such as Vishal Mega Mart, More Retail Ltd, Metro Cash and Carry, among others,
for its StoreSe platform, allowing apartment residents to order essentials and groceries.
(https://www.livemint.com/companies/start-ups/startup-perpule-launches-grocery-orderingplatform-storese-for-bengaluru-11586331937914.html)
2. Online real-estate rental startup NoBroker launched grocery services on its integrated visitor and community
management app NoBrokerHood to enable society residents to order groceries and daily essentials on the
app and have them delivered at doorstep.
It is a community-level initiative and the service would provide last-mile delivery to society residents as most
kirana stores are not doing door to door deliveries due to lack of delivery fleet. One single consignment for the
entire apartment optimizes deliveries. “Through an online click on NoBrokerHood app, they can avail daily
necessities from the comfort of their homes. NoBrokerHood was launched with the aim to make society living
a hassle-free and comfortable experience.
(http://www.retail4growth.com/news/nobroker-launches-grocery-store-in-4-cities-to-supply-daily-essentials-4951)
3. Britannia Industries has partnered with Google-backed personal concierge startup Dunzo to deliver its
essential products such as biscuits, cakes, wafers, milkshakes and ghee. This move by the leading biscuit
manufacturer comes as a response to ensure uninterrupted supply of essentials amidst the lockdown due to
the Covid-19 outbreak in the country. The new partnership will allow customers to order products from
Britannia Essential stores through the Dunzo app.
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/small-biz/startups/newsbuzz/covid-19-impact-britanniap a r t n e r s - w i t h - d u n z o - t o - h o m e - d e l i v e r - f o o d essentials/articleshow/75024088.cms?utm_source=contentofinterest&utm_medium=text&utm_campa
ign=cppst
4. Domino's Pizza has introduced “Zero Contact Delivery” across all its 1,325 restaurants amid the
coronavirus outbreak. Under the new delivery model, Domino's will allow its customers to receive their order
without coming in contact with a delivery staff. The idea is to ensure the safety of both customers and the
delivery staff, Domino's said. “Zero Contact Delivery” service will be available in the latest version of the
Domino's app. In order to avail the service, customers need to select the “Zero Contact Delivery” delivery
option while placing an order and pay digitally from the latest version of the Domino's app.
(https://www.businesstoday.in/current/corporate/coronavirus-dominos-switches-to-contactlessdelivery-heres-how-it-works/story/398381.html)
5. Facebook will provide free advertisements to the World Health Organization (WHO) as it seeks to ensure
users are not misinformed about the virus, its risks and how to react to it. The company is giving the WHO as
many free ads as they need for their coronavirus response along with other in-kind support," Zuckerberg said
in the Facebook post.
(https://brandequity.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/advertising/facebook-gives-who-free-adsto-battle-covid-19-misinformation/74485976)
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B. More about Crisis Marketing: How brands are addressing the coronavirus
By addressing customer concerns
a. Cottonelle
Given the rate at which stores are selling out, one of the world's largest toilet paper producers, Cottonelle,
delivered a direct message to ease consumers’ concerns and discourage panic buying. Instead, the brand
urged people to, “Stock up on generosity,” and simultaneously launched a campaign called #ShareASquare,
in partnership with the U.S.-based charity, United Way. The brand pledged $1 million and one million rolls
of toilet paper to United Way World wide’s COVID-19 Community Response and Recovery Fund. And for
everyone who uses the hashtag #ShareASquare, the brand will donate an additional $1 up to $100K. “We
believe our consumers have no shortage of kindness,” said Arist Mastorides, Family Care President at
Cottonelle’s parent company, Kimberly Clark North America. “So we trust that they will #ShareASquare to
help us on this mission.”
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=7&v=mwQ1metUv2o&feature=emb_logo)
b. McDonald’s
To directly address consumers’ heightened concerns around protecting their health, McDonald’s Philippines
outlined new precautions they’re taking, like required temperature checks for employees before and after
shifts. By video, President and CEO Kenneth Yang assured customers, “We will not hesitate to cancel any
customer activity or even temporarily shut down any of our restaurants.” The company acknowledged that
now, more than ever, reaching their audience with timely, relevant messages is imperative. “As a community
partner, it’s our responsibility to update consumers on the actions we’re taking to ensure their safety and
well-being,” said Margot Torres, managing director of McDonald’s Philippines. “Having Kenneth Yang
deliver this message was key to show our continued commitment to food quality, service, and cleanliness — all
of which are critically important right now.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=4&v=jYpJhXxadAw&feature=emb_logo
By pivoting toward a solution
a. Ford
As a brand that has been around for more than a century, Ford has weathered its share of tough times. To
acknowledge the gravity of the current moment, the company pivoted their ads to explain how they have met
global-scale crises in the past — for example, by building military equipment during World War II — and to
convey their commitment to fighting COVID-19 by manufacturing medical equipment in short supply. The
new ads, “Built to Lend a Hand” and “Built for Right Now,” lean into the company’s century-long
commitment to their consumers and mission. According to Andrew Georgescu, Ford’s Head of Content
Marketing in the U.S., “117 years of resilience has taught us that we will get through this. But it’s a critical
time that calls for action and cooperation.” To do their part, the company is supporting consumers facing
financial hardships through the Ford Credit payment relief program.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=21&v=sCAkKI2dwhs&feature=emb_logo
b. Walgreens
One of the largest U.S. pharmacies and a trusted leader in health care, Walgreens adapted their “Ask a
Pharmacist” series into short, informative videos that answer customers’ common questions related to
COVID-19. The brand also quickly converted an existing email campaign creative into a video ad to explain
how people can safely take advantage of online care services and free prescription delivery. And finally, to
help combat the challenge that many communities face with limited access to COVID-19 tests, Walgreens
instituted drive-thru testing for first responders.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=8&v=zHpelQV4evg&feature=emb_logo
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By bringing people together as they stay safely apart
a. Ikea
While being homebound causes stress and isolation for so many, Ikea Spain saw an opportunity to shift
perspective around shelter-in-place orders by welcoming their Spanish- and English-speaking audiences
back into their own homes. By doing so, Ikea sought to remind people of the stable worlds they had already
created — playing with kids, dancing, making music, or simply relaxing with loved ones — as the world
around them shifts. As Laura Durán, Marketing Director at IKEA Spain, explained, “#YoMeQuedoEnCasa
(#I’mStayingHome) is a movement that was born in people’s homes, and it is to those homes that we
wanted to pay this small tribute. We invite everyone to view their home from a different perspective and make
it a place where, during this time, we can all live new experiences together.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=29&v=zg0Hei0cjl0&feature=emb_logo
C. CEO Message on Covid 19
1. Message from Mr. S.N. Subrahmanyan, CEO and MD on COVID-19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8KTRqRwr1k&feature=emb_logo
2. Covid-19: A Message From Shell Ceo Ben Van Beurden
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=162&v=d1vjvx0efGo&feature=emb_logo
3. A message from Clarivate CEO about COVID-19
Even with the unprecedented events occurring around us, Clarivate remains committed to you – our
customers. The safety of our colleagues is one of our top concerns so we can stay focused on your needs and
make sure we remain as responsive as possible. Our goal is to delight each and every one of you. If you see
ways that we can improve our products or services, please reach out to our customer service teams. We thank
you for being a valuable customer and wish that every one of you stay safe and healthy.
https://clarivate.com/a-message-from-our-ceo-about-covid-19/

Do you know?????
e-mail Marketing During the COVID-19 Crisis
• Alert COVID-19 Messages (store closure, working hours,
return policy changes). That was the shortest stage as most brands
soon turned to other communication channels like SMS and Mob
Push to send news and short notifications.
• We’re-In-It-Together Messages (your safety matters, we
care about our employees, we’re here for you, we’ll cope with
everything together). Few brands sent none of such emails: most
of them looked the same, used the same language, and contained
little practical information. Their abundance and sameness
eventually resulted in annoyance and irritation rather than
intended support, and many brands stopped such campaigns.
• Access To Content (free downloads, movies, music, resources,
Stay connected!

webinars, classes, virtual tours, concerts, expertise). The amount
of the offered information soon got overwhelming: it's impossible
to digest even one tenth of the suddenly available content no
matter how useful it is. Nonetheless, the practice is a good
promotional tool and many brands keep on using it.
• Social Commitment (donations, support of local communities,
help for frontline workers, volunteering). In these hard times, no
help is too much. Such campaigns remain and will remain relevant
as long as designed properly. The focus should be not on YOU
(we did, we made, we achieved, thanks to us, it was us who) but on
actual help, people who received it and ways for others to join the
incentives.
• Entertainment (#self-isolation and #stayhome challenges,
good news, positive statistics, user-generated stories, how to keep
Mail ID :- marketingclub@rdias.ac.in

yourself busy during the quarantine). People are tired of death
case numbers, unemployment rates, and non-stop stricter
regulations. What many want to see in the inbox today is
something that helps stay distracted and occupied with other than
COVID-19.

• Plans For The Future (what you will do when everything is
over). Nobody can predict anything these days, but some brands
are starting to offer you to fantasize about a post-quarantine era.
Such campaigns require a careful approach but for the most part
can be incorporated in the marketing plan.

Stay Home Creative Ads and Social Campaigns
• Art of Quarantine by Looma for Ministry of Culture and
Information Policy of Ukraine.

• Be a Warrior by El Sr Franco for Panama City.

• Stay Home instructions by McCann Tel-Aviv for IKEA Israel:

• A Safety Driven Lifestyle by TBWA for Nissan.
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• Keep Your Distance by National Parks and Wildlife Service South
Australia.
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• #stayhome by Digital Chain for Raketa Delivery.

• Le Whopper de la Quarantaine by Burger King France.

Events
S.No

Name of Event

Description

Date

1

AD Analysis

VIPANAN - Marketing Club, RDIAS, organized an Intra - College
Ad Analysis Competition “Hum Mein Hai Hero” for the students of
BBA and MBA. There were a total of 11 teams which
enthusiastically participated in the competition. Each team had
minimum 3 and maximum 5 participants. The participants were
supposed to analyse the various phases of Advertisement (Year
wise) of the given company. The companies covered in the
competition were Amul, Coca- Cola Lux, Cadbury etc. The
competition provided students a platform to show their learning and
understanding on advertisement as a specific area. The other
objective of conducting the competition was to promote healthy
competition among students

Jan 22, 2020

3rd position - Team Lakers: Dhriti S Katyal, Karandeep, Mitanshu Raj,
Nikita Kukreja from MBA who presented their analysis on AMUL
Special certificate of appreciation awarded to Team Ruch: Harshita,
Ruchi, Sahil and Vinta Vijhi from BBA on their innovative presentation on
AMUL

Marketing Research

Marketing Club VIPANAN organized One day Workshop on Marketing
Research for the students of MBA and BBA. Dr. Sunil Kumar, Assistant
professor RDIAS was the resource person. Around 30 participants
attended the workshop. The aim of workshop was to strengthen the
quality of marketing research and data analysis capacity of the students
which indeed will be helpful in projects and future prospects. Certificate
of participation was given to all the participants.

Jan 25, 2020

3

Brand RDIAS

VIPANAN- Marketing Club, RDIAS in collaboration with Media
Management Cell, RDIAS organized an Intra -College competition on
Brand RDIAS ³Because you are Worth It" on March 4, 2020, for the
students of BBA and MBA. There were a total of 10 (34 students)
teams which enthusiastically participated in the competition. Each team
had minimum 3 and maximum 5 participants. The participants were
supposed to create video on RDIAS by collecting and recording reviews
on following points, such as Learning and Teaching Process, Industry
Exposure, Mentorship Program, Classroom Connect, Industry Visit,
Activity and Events, External Participation, Projects, Live Projects
undertaken, ASA classes at RDIAS. For this activity, students were
advised to refer RDIAS official website page and social media, a
specimen for guidance.

Mar 04, 2020

Marketing Club (VIPANAN), RDIAS, organized an online Article Writing
Cmpetition- Be Present in Digital World, for the students of BBA and
MBA on April 29’2020. 23 students participated with full zeal and
vigour. All the participants performed their best and were able to write
good quality articles on topics like Consumer Safety: An effort by online
food delivery app, Crisis Marketing Strategy: 2020 etc.

Apr 29, 2020

Be Present in Digital
World

1st position - Team Shan: Akansha, Harshimran, Neha Gupta and
Sakshi Arya from MBA who presented their analysis on AMUL
2nd position - Team Bohemians: Amulya Garg, Anisha Gupta, Kapil
Kush, Nishika from BBA who presented their analysis on Cadbury

2

4

Winners

-

1st position - Team Imaginators, Isha, Kartik Kumartyagi, Yatin Taneja,
Aayushi Bansal of BBA
2nd position - Team Happy Videographers, Ansh Kapoor, Ayush
Lunia, Disha Bansal, Akshat Gupta, Gautam Aggarwal of BBA
3rd position - Team RDIAS Rocks, Ayush Khulbe, Dhruv Dawar of
MBA

1st position - Dhriti S Katyal, MBA wrote an article on Crisis Marketing
Strategy: 2020
2nd position - Himanshu Pal, BBA wrote an article on Covid -19:
Disruption to Travel and Tourism Industry
3rd position - Jesika Anand, MBA wrote an article on Consumer Safety:
An effort by online food delivery app (SWIGGY)
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Fun sake

• Villagers in Punjab are still wondering who the hell is Social Distan Singh
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Learner Essentials
a. Must read
I. Pat Flynn – Will It Fly?
Pat Flynn labels himself as “the crash test dummy” of marketing. His website, Smart Passive Income, is full of exciting experiments
that outline what does and doesn’t work when it comes to online marketing. Needless to say, I was excited for his book, and it didn’t
disappoint. Pat’s book encourages people to stop rushing into half-baked business and marketing ideas. Split into five parts leading to
“all systems go”, Will It Fly will challenge you to think critically, act deliberately, and dare greatly when it comes to your business and
marketing ideas.
II. Seth Godin – Permission Marketing
Seth Godin is an author, entrepreneur, marketer and public speaker. His blog attracts hundreds of thousands of readers on a daily
basis. Without doubt, he’s a leading edge marketer. Permission Marketing is based around the idea of offering consumers incentives in
return for permission to market to them. TV ads, newspapers, magazine adverts and most traditional advertising methods are based
around interrupting our viewing and taking our attention. Permission marketing enables companies to build long term relationships
with customers, create trust and build brand awareness.
III. Eugene Schwartz – Breakthrough Advertising
Eugene Schwartz was an art collector and author who wrote 10 books in his career. His book, Breakthrough Advertising was written
in 1966 and is no longer widely available, so be prepared to hunt high and low to find it. It’s worth it. Breakthrough Advertising is not
just a book for marketing professionals and business owners, it’s a book for everyone in the business world. Put simply, Breakthrough
Advertising addresses universal business problems that people are still trying to solve today. How to write a great headline, how to cut
through the noise and how to open up a whole new market.
IV. Chris Ducker – Virtual Freedom
Chris Ducker is an entrepreneur and business owner with both physical bricks and mortar businesses and online business. He’s also a
podcast host and the founder of the Youpreneur network, a membership site for business owners. Entrepreneurs often suffer from
“superhero syndrome.” Thinking they have to do everything within their business themselves. Inevitably, this leads to burnout. Virtual
Freedom helps you explore the options when it comes to hiring digital staff and outsourcing work.
V. Joe Pulizzi – Content Inc
Joe Pulizzi is the first author that has 2 books featured on this list. He’s the founder of the Content Marketing Institute and is
responsible for the World’s largest in-person content marketing event, Content Marketing World. And if you ever see him in person,
he’ll be wearing orange. Content Inc explores a 6 step process that many business and entrepreneurs use to dominate the market
without selling anything in the first instance. Joe shows you how to position yourself as a leader within your chosen niche and develop
content that delivers results.
VI. Joe Pulizzi – Epic Content Marketing
Epic Content Marketing helps businesses and marketers develop strategies and use stories to leverage the widespread distribution of
social networks, Google and the mainstream press. Just like Content Inc, there’s a step by step process to the delivery that gets you
results.
VII. Gary Vaynerchuk – Jab, Jab, Jab, Right Hook
Gary Vaynerchuk has written a handful of the best marketing books, but we thought it only fair to give others a chance. He also runs
an awesome business YouTube channel that you should be paying attention too. Gary Vaynerchuk’s life goal is to buy the Jets (the
NFL team.) He started his career as a marketer at Wine Library, where he invented the now famous Wine Library TV. In Jab, Jab, Jab,
Right Hook, Gary shares advice on how to connect with your customers while beating your competition. This book will provide you
with a blueprint and marketing strategy that will lead you or your business to social media success.
VIII.Contagious: Why Things Catch On – by Jonah Berger
Think about the last thing you saw online that you immediately shared – YouTube video, NY Times article, meme, etc. What made you want to share
that? What exactly was your motivation? Jonah Berger, a marketing professor at the Wharton, studies how social influence shapes the decisions we
Stay connected!
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make and why some things go viral, and others don’t. In Contagious, he outlines six factors that help make things go viral:
• Social Currency – how much social value do I gain by sharing this?
• Triggers – what internal or external cues will be associated with this?
• Emotion – what does this make me feel?
• Public – do I see people using this in the real world?
• Practical Value – what value am I getting out of this?
• Stories – what narrative can be latched onto this?
This book essentially picks up where Malcolm Gladwell’s “Tipping Point” left off, showing how ideas catch on in the digital age. The next time you
create something with the hope of it spreading, take some time to strategize over how or why someone would be inspired to share it.
IX. Influence: The Psychology of Persuasion – by Robert Cialdini
“Influence” is the culmination of Dr. Robert Cialdini’s 35+ years of research in influence and persuasion, looking into the psychology
of what makes people say “yes.” To him, there are six principles of persuasion.
• Reciprocation: The internal pull to repay what another person has provided us.
• Commitment & Consistency: Once we make a choice or take a stand, we work to behave consistently with that commitment in
order to justify our decisions.
• Social Proof: When we are unsure, we look to similar others to provide us with the correct actions to take. And the more people
undertaking that action, the more we consider that action correct.
• Liking: The propensity to agree with people we like and the propensity for others to agree with us (if we like them).
• Authority: We are more likely to say “yes” to others who are authorities, who carry greater knowledge, experience, or expertise.
• Scarcity: We want more of what is less available or dwindling in availability.
In marketing, understanding human behavior and psychology are critical. Understanding Dr. Cialdini’s work will make your messaging better. Plain
and simple.
X. Building a Storybrand: Clarify Your Message So Customers Will Listen – by Donald Miller
If you’ve ever struggled with getting consumers to respond to your messaging, it often helps to approach the problem with a different
lens. If you listen to Donald Miller’s advice, try making your customer the hero of a story.
Miller breaks down “Building a Storybrand” into seven principles:
1. The customer is the hero, not your brand.
2. Companies tend to sell solutions to external problems, but customers buy solutions to internal problems.
3. Customers aren’t looking for another hero; they’re looking for a guide.
4. Customers trust a guide who has a plan.
5. Customers do not take action unless they are challenged to take action.
6. Every human being is trying to avoid a tragic ending.
7. Never assume people understand how your brand can change their lives. Tell them.
It’s impossible to read this book and not reconsider how you’re positioning your brand to your customers. Is your messaging just a list of product
features that you’re hoping will get a customer excited? Try re-crafting those with the customer journey in mind, make them feel understood, and
see how much the response changes.
b. Must watch
Top 2020 Marketing Strategies That Will Put You on the Map, RD Summit 2019:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vCDlmhRmBo
Top 10 Digital Marketing Trends in 2020, Future of Digital Marketing, Edureka:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Csui6BMK2cQ
John Fitzpatrick,President & CEO of Force Marketing-Using Video to Help Improve Shopping Experiences:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AwvW_htRkRA
Stay connected!
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Introduction to Digital Marketing:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2AHa54NsiLo
The art of negotiation: Six must-have strategies, London Business School:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uKbcmlKb81c
The Five Competitive Forces That Shape Strategy:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYF2_FBCvXw
2019-19 Why Companies Need an Augmented Reality Strategy:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AynPhvmtRK0
How Voice Search SEO Works (Alexa, Siri, Google, Cortana) 2019:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W9QnRhbxbxY
How Voice AI Will Impact Business Decisions in 2020, Financial Brand Forum Keynote 2019:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Ym7UymLvZo
c. TEDx Must Listen
How Influencers Have Transformed Modern Marketing, Rachel David, TEDxVancouver:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gbbEXnRG9d8
The Secret to Online Influence, Franc Carreras, TEDxESADE:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2FV_ONI8J0E
Experiential marketing is the future of advertising, Layne Braunstein, TEDxFultonStreet:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7sJaTiV5Hjs
Managing Through Crisis: How To Market During COVID-19:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6sYo4UYFmE
Marketers Stand Together: 3 powerful ways your marketing can combat coronavirus COVID-19’s impact :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AKeWKGZ89gA
d. Webinar "Transformation in Marketing strategy during Covid 19 pandemic “
How Covid-19 is Transforming Marketing Strategies:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNEIQvobiY0
Survey Results: The Impact of COVID-19 on Marketing:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t_OLOUvaXCw
Hacks for Digital Marketing in the COVID 19 Era:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=as4u0TMLemI
Marketing and advertising through and beyond Covid-19:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=idavIp8S4Hk
Marketing & Communications Strategies During COVID-19 (Webinar), BritCham Singapore:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-OVFVCPkvb4
On-Demand Webinar: Distribution & Marketing Strategies for Your COVID-19 Hotel Recovery Plan :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7bYA29aLFVo
Stay connected!
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Webinar: Insights on the Impacts of Coronavirus on US Consumers:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=umvimV4Zla4
Webinar- COVID-19 Marketing For A New Normal, ASB:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Lh_Mso4jIc
e. Know more about Marketing Interview
Common Interview question and answers:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1mHjMNZZvFo
Basic Marketing Interview Questions:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hqM3I0iHJa8&t=51s
Interview Questions and Answers:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dE5a1mmVJD4
Marketing Interview Question and Answers:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LDlGndidaLU
SALES INTERVIEW Questions And Answers:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kGQV0dTrfnM
How to Sell A Product - Sell Anything to Anyone with The 4 P's Method:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UCo3Z-y72Kg
f. Must have - Apps
Inshorts is a news app that selects latest and best news from multiple national and international sources and summarises them to present
in a short and crisp 60 words or less format, personalized for you, in both, English or Hindi.
ETBrandEquity app is the avatar of Brand Equity, India's premier source of information, news and opinion on the marketing and
advertising industries. ETBrand Equity will be the single largest, most reliable source of information on the latest in the Indian marketing
industry: from market share battles, account movements and pitches, quarterly performances of leading consumer goods companies,
and the latest movements of key industry personnel.
g. Case Studies
DIGITAL MARKETING CASE STUDIES OF INDIA
1. #SwiggyVoiceofHunger
Campaign information
By-Dentsu Webchutney Bangalore
For -Swiggy India
Category- Interactive post / challenge
Date- Feb 2019
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vWw7LVWwTiY&feature=emb_logo
Overview
Swiggy is India’s largest and most popular online food ordering and delivery platform. It was founded in 1914 and became the fastest unicorn in just four
years in April of 2018 as a leading food delivery app market in India. Recently Instagram launched its new feature of voice Message (Direct Messages)
Stay connected!
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where people can interact to a post by voice up to 1 minute. It will send automatically when you release the button, so you can slide you finger over to the
trash button to remove it if you don’t feel confident about sending it or want to re-record it. Swiggy India made the best use of this feature and launched a
campaign by giving 1-year free food voucher to the best voice message which became viral on Instagram. Unexpectedly, a large number of entries were
received, making it the most popular user-generated campaign and top digital marketing case study to learn how one can creatively use features of social
media.
Impact
The voice of hunger challenge consists of 5 challenges and according to Swiggy they received multiple platform entries around 1.5 lakh entries ware
received in 10 days of voice of hunger challenge of Swiggy Instagram account, according to social media team they received more than 50 entries per
minute and entries from other countries like Japan, Canada, and US ware received too. you can read more about #SwiggyVoiceOfHunger.
2. Face App old age filter
Campaign information
By- Municipal
For – Face App
Category- Organic viral post
Date- July 2019
Overview
Face app is AI-based facial filter app which was founded in 2017 by Russian company Wireless Lab. It launched a new upgraded filter which made the
user look Old and this filter was an Instant hit as it was too accurate and fun to make and share.
Face app old age filter spread like wildfire around the world and in India too millions of stories and post of Old age filter image ware posted on millions of
account.
Many Indian and International celebrities, sports stars and top Politicians started posting their pictures of face app. It's a perfect example of a viral product
and we included this in our case study of digital marketing campaigns. This is because as soon as face app old age filter went viral many international and
Indian brands started using this opportunity and started using the viral trend for theatre brand promotion. Companies like Nivea, Hotstar, Berger Paints,
Fevicol, etc started posting unique product placement with face app old age filter.
Impact
Face app went viral on the internet with more than 50 million posts in the very first week on facebook. In this case study we can see how big brands use
viral content on the web and use them accurately with their product and branding.
3. Netflix India Digital Campaigns
Campaign information
By- Municipal
For – Netflix
Category- content promotion.
Date- 2019
Link- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_350KdC5P8c&feature=emb_logo
Overview
Netflix may not be the biggest VOD platform in India but Netflix and Amazon Prime will spend about Rs 300 crore on advertising, around an additional
50 crores will be spent on digital ads according to Livemint., Netflix is one ad spenders on digital as its business of providing VOD requires a lot of
promotion with continuous and creative methods being used to lure the audience to use Netflix.
Netflix India has covered all bases to encourage its Indian originals Sacred Games, Ghoul and Lust Stories, with a particular focus on social media, handles
Twitter, Instagram and Facebook and continuous YouTube show trailers ads. Large posters can also be seen on subway trains, buses, digital displays in
malls, airports and commercial parks, bus shelters and numerous hoardings across stretches of high visibility traffic in New Delhi, Mumbai and Bengaluru.
Netflix uses a bunch of different social platforms, features and Ad formats for promotion.
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Sacred Game 2 Netflix invest 100 allegedly conventional and Digital marketing combine.
Impact
Content is the King In Video on demand but the marketing of the content is equally important and Netflix India has run a great overall digital campaign for
sacred games 2. inclusive of different formats like banner ads, video ads, stories, collaborative and interview videos posters, and memes images with
conventional marketing like banners.
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Student Column
A. Crisis Marketing Strategy 2020: The negative impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has lead to rise of uncertainty and misinformation
surrounding the outbreak. We have seen that the behavior of the people in general has changed over the last few days where materialistic things
have become immaterial and irrelevant. Peoples’ ideology has shifted to protection and safety first. Traditional Sales and Marketing strategy stand
nowhere when it comes to dealing with the strategies of surviving the pandemic. No doubt there is no Rule Book for getting success in this period,
but each and every company is experimenting with their Marketing Strategies. Just like we have seen a change in the print media, the newspaper
booklet size has reduced during the lockdown period as promotion of product or brand during this phase sounds and shows the selfish interests of
the companies, so the booklet size from 45-50 pages has got reduced to mere 20 pages. Marketers know that advertising at this time will not yield
any result. People at this juncture are having a mindset of “safety comes first.” Top priority for people as on date stands upon the fact of health,
therefore, the marketers have to understand this and make effective strategies. For many brands the only way out of this situation is maintaining a
communication link with their customers where they are in direct touch with the customers through mail and social media. Make My Trip and Swiggy
are such brands who are maintaining this communication on regular basis to appeal to the customers to stay indoors and also stay healthy. Social
distancing and Lockdown at the time of crisis is making people stay at home who have returned to watching cable television and broadcast television
along with premium sources of media for credible sources of information. We see a lot of old and famous serials being aired on TV like Ramayana
and Mahabharata. Similarly we see a lot of people downloading games to play with friends, see live streaming, workout classes in the pre 5G age.
The supply of essential commodities, being done physically through the Kirana Stores, has lost its sheen, as also e-commerce platforms like Grofers,
Big Basket are seeing a shift in pattern of customers from all age groups. Food delivery Apps like Zomato and Dominos have partnered with Godrej
and ITC for providing essential commodities. These sort of marketing strategies are coming into play since conventional methods don’t work in a
crisis situation. Similarly Contact Less and Cash Less delivery is another method of Crisis Marketing Strategies being adopted by brands where they
believe in safety of all the stakeholders. Online platforms like Youtube, Twitter, Instagram are the new methods of communication in the 21st
century. Companies like HCL are organizing Online Concerts so that people don’t feel low on morale and are entertained. Many organizations are
also coming up with free online Webinar where the main intent of some of them is promotion of their own organization. Hyundai has also come up
with a strategy of “Click to Buy” where they are promoting online sales, and you get your car delivered at home. In fact Brands have to be
empathetic, optimistic and full of humanity based on the concern that the brand can strike a chord with people at a large number. The companies
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should be focusing on Humanized growth, Trust for growth, Trust for employees, Switch to Co-marketing strategies, Proactive leadership, Open
new ways of working and Plan based on future needs of customers. We must understand that behind every crisis lie ample opportunities which need
to be explored and experimented.
By: Dhriti S Katyal
MBA IV M(B)
****
B. Covid -19: Disruption to Travel and Tourism Industry:The outbreak of novel Covid-19 has disrupted the global economy on a massive
scale with government grail of saving the life with series of nationwide lockdown has made Indian businesses suffer huge losses. The pandemic has
directly erased the global consumer demand from non-essential to essential services resulting in a shockwave to Indian and global markets. Since
whole global economy is on the verge of recession, the Indian hospitality and tourism sector is the worst impacted sector of Indian economy.
According to WTTC report 2018, India is ranked 3rd among 185 countries to the total contribution to GDP and having the compound annual
growth rate of 7.02%. But since post situation of covid-19 the future of Indian tourism is seemed to be disrupted and cipher to a large extent.
Already running on survival mode and intense competitive market, Aviation industry in on the verge of bankruptcy and destruction of huge investors
wealth with no international and domestic flights running nationwide. Companies like Go-Air has already sent their employees on unpaid leave to
cut their operating expenses and to survive in long run whereas irony of situation lies, when oil prices are slashing globally and companies are lacking
in funds to buy aviation fuel for their long term survival. Hotel industry in India is in growing phase and the revolutionary growth achieved by OYO in
India indicates future of Indian hotel industry. Change of culture of travel blogging influences people and their craving to reach and explore the
destination helps in promoting domestic tourism whereas, online travel agents like GOIBIBOO, Make My Trip making Indian travel hassle free, thus
creating surplus opportunity for growth. The post situation of covid-19 is like a black swan for the Indian hotel industries as none of the hotels are
getting customers stay due to domestic population preferring homestays with disruption of railway and airways and ban of global tourism has made
the situation difficult for survival of Indian hotels. Recently Softbank backed OYO layoff 5000 employee worldwide reasoned for 50% fall in
business after pandemic and nobody knows how much the situation may last. Businesses may survive for short term but for long term survival the
virus spread is to be stopped and controlled for which the government need to intervene by making strict regulations and protocols to prevent the
virus breakout and also provide a financial bailout for highly disrupted sectors to prevent the great recession The Indian economy has suffered a lot
with pandemic and we must not forget this is a beginning for us and is a rise to disruption. We have seen the global superpower and developed
nations like US and Italy unable to prevent the spread of this viral disease leading to innumerable deaths and for India with population of 135 crore
people the mortality could be worse. It has a power to take India back to 19 century thus, it lies in hands of people of India to Deal or Heal it and
prevent its spread.
By: Himanshu Paul
BBA IV E(B)
****
C. Consumer Safety: An effort by online food delivery app (SWIGGY) Recipe for Consumer Safety: By Swiggy
Remember the long-gone days of chilling at a restaurant with friends, eating your hearts out and skipping home cooked meals! The days when the
privilege of stepping out of the house was overlooked, for now it has become a luxury no one can afford.
The Corona Virus has stirred up a hornets’ nest in every realm of life. From taking away lives of people to snatching away even the simplest
pleasures of eating lip-smacking food.
Tired of having the same old home cooked meal in this painfully stretched lockdown? Craving the good ole Dal Makhani and Butter naan?
Well worry no more, Swiggy has got your back this lockdown! Swiggy and many other food delivery apps such as Zomato, have got you covered as
they have cooked up the recipe for safest consumer deliveries mentioned hereafter.
1. Be Wise and Sanitize!
Swiggy is ensuring proper cleanliness and sanitisation at any touch points such as chairs, tables, doorknobs, countertops and sinks every 4 hours.
Swiggy advises and follows through with it’s partner restaurants to follow WHO safety and hygiene guidelines at their touch points.
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2. Mask-uerade your face
All the swiggy staff and personnel involved in the preparation of food practise safe and clean handling of food by wearing masks and avoiding direct
contact.
3. The Scrub-Rub-Dab Rule
Handwash stations have been erected at the pick points to ensure safe and hygienic delivery practices by the delivery partners.
4. The Touch-Me-Not Delivery Rule
Swiggy ensures that the interaction and contact between the delivery executive and the customer is absolutely minimal to none, hence introducing
the method of drop-off at the door system.
5. Swiggy’s Ingredient X
Swiggy now also offers the services of home delivery of groceries, and offers online doctor consultations with its Docs App Silver Subscription hence
helping the people to avoid getting outside for their routine check-ups. The online food delivery apps like Swiggy, Zomato are doing their best to
help the humanity while putting their lives at risk. Let’s acknowledge their efforts. In this time of crisis, everyone in this society needs to come
together with compassion, take all the necessary precautions and brave through this war by our powers combined.
By: Jesika Anand
MBA IV M (A)
****
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